West Coast League

Round 5 Power Rankings
Well bugger me with a cracked tankard, the Dawi have let me down! The
Stokal got embarrassed this round and some of the lower ranked teams have
flexed their muscles to either make a move up the rankings or help wreck
the playoff hopes of other teams – if you can’t make the finals you may
as well ruin it for others! The results this round have shown that Nuffle
is a fickle bastard of a god and coaches everywhere love him for it! You
can’t deny it!

1. Echo Beach Lightning 1
Finally at the top of the rankings – there have been many grumblings from
Lightning fans and accusations of Bias by the Lightning coach about the
team not being at the top in previous rankings, but well they can suck it
as the Lightning only got the top spot when they earned it!
This game against the Jets was the first time we have seen the Lightning
defence crack, allowing the Jets to cross twice. The offence once again
outscored the opposition by a fair margin, with Ehrendil Wysalar maintaining
his dominance of the touchdowns table for the team and league with another
three touchdowns.
On a sadder note, two more Lightning players were permanently removed from
the roster due to death. Funeral services for Elkhazel Miafina and Theodwin
Leozumin will be held next Wednesday. The passing of Elkhazel solves the
team’s dilemma about who would be the primary thrower on the team, I guess
that falls to Orndacil Fenlee now.

2. Man-Terror Raiders 3
Although the only team to still be undefeated, the Raiders still don’t have
the win record to see them in the top spot. Their latest game against
another division leader in Stokal went heavily in their favour. They
humiliated the Dawi in almost every way, although Smelly-it Wightead was
noticeably quiet during the game. In his place, Harrod Croaker proved to be
the star of the game, managing to sneak through the Stokal line to collect
two touchdowns. The only part of the game the Raiders lagged behind was
player punishment, with Stokal out-punching the Raiders (for little benefit).
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This win has guaranteed the Raiders a play-off spot, most likely finishing
second or third in the overall play-off rankings.

3. Da Klan of Kliffhangahz
Well this round DKOK faced sterner opposition in the form of the Armadale
A’holes. The greenskins seemed to have issues with hurting the ladies from
Armadale, with only a couple of beatings handed out. Were the greenskins
trying to be gentlemen who don’t hit women (a lot)? It was a close game
with DKOK just getting ahead of the A’holes and their usually hard defence
gave up a touchdown. Stand out player for DKOK was Up, who scored a
touchdown and also pounded an A’hole. One of the team goblins was killed,
Fetch His Legs, but there was a distinct lack of concern from team
management and rumour has it the body was chuck on the fire at the post
game bbq.
Oh, I haven’t forgot that this spot on the rankings will have Coach Rex
raging as he will be ranting that his team is far superior to the ManTerror Raiders and have more league points as well. DKOK may have more
league points but the Raiders have yet to lose a game and their defence
has been outstanding, so the Raiders go ahead of DKOK.

4. Durak Stokal 3
Coaches Plan, Nuffle Mocks! Stokal have hit a form slump at the wrong end
of the season with a humiliating loss to the Man-Terror Raiders. The Dawi
were embarrassed in almost every facet of the game, with the offence unable
to find any rhythm and the defence doing their best impersonation of a
sieve. The post-game press conference was mostly stony silence and grunts
from Coach Frosthammer. This loss finally sees Stokal lose their top spot
in the rankings, worst of all the top spot was taken by those bloody Elgi
from Echo Beach. Although, can you imagine the incessant yammering from
Coach Rex if his DKOK had claimed top spot instead.
Once again Okri Peakgrinder managed to hurt an opposition player and
maintain his lead on the top casualty inflictor table, keeping a single
casualty ahead of fellow brutes Manbur and Smelly-It. Also, Okri is the
leading defensive player in the league with one game to go and I almost feel
sorry for the Emerald Dragons as the brute will be motivated to hurt as
many of the Elgi as possible.
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Coach Frosthammer in the team owner’s office after the game

5. Manic Mud Puppies 4
The rankings yoyo spins again with the Puppies jumping back up the rankings.
Although they got pummelled by the Grudgies they still crossed into the
endzone twice and managed to keep a clean sheet. Austin Beck once again led
the offence, with Lucas out for this game he found a new target in Scott
Swango. Defensively the team stalled and scrambled so the Grudgies couldn’t
get any momentum on offence and Jacob Sloane even managed to snag an
interception to turn defence into offence.
The next game will see more pressure on the Puppies than they have faced
all season. They play Overdosis and this game will decide which team goes
through to the playoffs. Hopefully a bloody and spiteful encounter!

6. Western Grudgebreakers 2
The angry juice wore off from the last game and the subsequent crash
seems to have adversely affected the Grudgies. The evil Dawi managed to
deliver some pain but failed to threaten the opposition endzone. The game
was pretty deadly, with Rancor ending the lives of a couple of the Puppies.
The team will be looking to fill a hole in the roster after Enmity went to
wear the big hat in the sky.
With no pressure to make the playoffs (spot already secured), it feels like
the Grudgies have taken the hobnailed boot off the pedal and may be trying
to save themselves for the playoffs.

7. Armadale A'holes 1
Well, the ladies from Armadale took a quick ride down the DKOK slippery
slide to lose a spot on the rankings. They pushed DKOK in this game but
were fortunate that DKOK were gentle with them. Conversely, the A’holes
boob smothered one the goblins until the little git stopped breathing. The
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Orc pain doc just stood on the sidelines pointing and laughing at the little
unfortunate.
This result has made the A’holes position at the top of the division rather
shaky, so they really need to win their next game to secure a spot in the
playoffs.

8. Gang Green Jets 1
Another tally added to the ‘L’ column for the Jets. Sure they took it to
the Lightning for much of the game, they just can’t put together any
consistency. The Jets coaching staff will look favourably on the team’s
ability to smash opposing teams after racking up three kills during the
game. Another positive is the Jets managing to crack the Lightning’s vaunted
defence, scoring more touchdowns than any other Lightning opponent since
round one. The werewolf, Clawhack Decker, was the beneficiary of the offence
holding off the Lightning defence with two touchdowns. The other player of
note was Shellhead Ricardsun, who stomped two Lightning players into Elgi
pate and smashed another with sufficient power to force the pointy-eared
git from the field for the rest of the game.
The last round will see the Jets keen to secure their spot in the playoffs,
with a win almost guaranteeing them a playoff berth.

9. Overdosis 1
Well that game was a kick in the goolies for Overdosis’ chances for the
playoffs, with this loss to a much lower ranked team. The Elgi are now in
the dreaded position of a must win game in the last round to secure a spot
in the finals. As for this round’s game, well it was underwhelming with
minimal bash and only a single touchdown scored in the game. The fans must
have been falling asleep during the game as it must have been so tedious
to watch – I would be demanding my gold back!

10. K Town Street Rats 1
Have to say I am disappointed. The Rats played one of the worst teams in
the league (chaos wanna-be Elgi posers) and yet a team with Speedy Bob on
the roster failed to put them away with a big score. The Cheese Meister
racked up a plethora of passes to keep his name out front in the completions
title race. Match reports all mention Phillip, the team’s Rat Ogre, spending
so much time roaring, dancing and singing as the game went on around him
that the fans voted him the most valuable player for the game. I guess
even roid-raging thaggoraki can sing and dance?!
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The Rats really need to win their next game or hope the Jets choke, and
choke hard, to ensure they scurry on through to the playoffs.

11. Emerald Dragons 1
The rollercoaster has peaked and is heading down the rails once again. The
Dragons proved to be competitive in this latest loss, so Coach Jinxed can
take some positives from the game. The casualty count was even, a surprise
from weak-kneed Elgi. The score board was close, with the Dragons only
losing by a single score. Sastean proved once again he is an elite thrower,
only just behind The Cheese Meister on the league most completions table.
Yet again another Elgi was violently removed from the roster by an opposing
vampire who used Cathaen as a half-time snack. The fragility of these Elgi
must have team management considering a change in recruiting policies i.e.
don’t recruit soft-bellied, spineless Elgi. The next game is a dead rubber
against Stokal so I wonder if the Elgi will even dare to show up.

12. Tennessee Tainted 1
First a draw and now a win? The Tainted seemed to have finally worked out
what Blood Bowl is actually about. Best on ground was Epidemius, who beat
down one of the Elgi and also scored the only touchdown of the game.
Although this upswing in form comes far too late for this season, this could
be the foundation for the Tainted to build upon for next season. The last
game of the season will be another opportunity to build on what has already
come and set the team up for an interesting off-season.

13. Bon Temps Tru Bloods BBC 1
Hmmm, the Tru Bloods going up the rankings? What foul Elgi sorcery is
this?! The Vampires got as good as they got, with the Elgi delivering a few
beatings of their own. Russell managed to grab an Elgi for a snack during
the half-time break and left the poor unfortunate so weakened that it was
easy meat when the players took to the field and bled out far quicker than
the opposition apothecary expected.
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With the Tru Bloods out of playoff contention and their last game not
having any impact on the playoff chances of other teams, I expect a limp
performance from them.

14. Da Badland Bashers 1
Well shit, they actually managed to win a game and thus claw their way
up the rankings – mostly because their Touchdown difference is better than
the next team on the list. Let’s not linger on the fact the Bashers managed
to beat the worst team in the league and had to resort to cheating – yes,
we know the Bashers were behind the mine that was planted on the pitch –
they can sue me if they can prove otherwise. Once again the offence was
led by Ragnag, who managed to cross into the endzone once in each half. Not
sure the big lug could count that high but I am sure Coach Malt will forgive
such mathematical illiteracy so long as Ragnag keeps getting the ball into
the endzone! On the other side of the ball, a young black orc named Bogram
stamped his dominance all over the game, delivering punishing hits to the
opposition and laying out Raiders with mighty swings of his meaty fists.
One thing I am looking forward to is the Bashers crushing the playoff
dreams of the Jets in the last game of the regulation rounds. Yes, I know
it’s about as likely as my farts smelling of lavender and roses, but you
never know what Nuffle will do for his own amusement.

15. Bloodclaw Ravens 1
Well here we are a spot just above bottom, I guess Coach AdvanceOp won’t
have to look too hard this time to find his team’s ranking as I know he
always starts at the bottom.
Although this was a loss, the fact the defence kept the Rats to only two
touchdowns was quite impressive. Also, the team won the casualty battle,
with Manbur Thunderhoof taking all the glory for the bash. He didn’t cause
any permanent damage to the Rats but I am sure a few of them will be
having nightmares about the Minotaur for the next few weeks.

16. Blacktongue Raiders
So Nuffle-damn useless! Best chance for a win and the Raiders find new ways
to disappoint their fans. Not only did they get done on the scoreboard but
they even got outmuscled by their opponents – pretty sad when the best
part of their all-round terrible game, i.e. delivering the pain, fails as well.
The only player to do anything of note was Big Lobbah, a thrower who is
proving better at bashing than throwing the ball. Although I am sure the
Raiders coaching staff will be lodging protests with the match review
committee after some filthy bastard buried a mine under the pitch, which
detonated under the Raiders during their first drive.
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Looking at the Raiders last game, it’s gonna be a feast of embarrassment as
the Lightning run around these clods and score at least 6 times.
I am expecting some serious raging from Coach Rex because I didn’t put his
precious DKOK in the top spot and even put the Raiders above him. With
Round 5 in the system, we find most of the playoff spots filled and only a
couple of games in the upcoming round will have any influence on the playoffs.
I have a feeling that DKOK won’t claim the top spot in the last round
power rankings and the bottom half of the rankings won’t shift around too
much.
Dare you argue with the rankings? Do you think the old drunk has lost his
mind? The power rankings will be reviewed after the completion of each
round. Feel free to share your thoughts about the rankings on the WAFFL
facebook page.

Signed

Facebook https://www.facebook.com/thestinkydwarf/
Twitter https://twitter.com/thestinkydwarf
Tumblr https://thestinkydwarf.tumblr.com/
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